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Loizos Isaias (DNVGL) Dr. Marina Papaioannou (DNVGL), Athena Kanellatou (MacGregor), Dr. Vassilia Dimitrakou (DNVGL)

Stavros Meidanis (Capital Ship Management), Mike Konstantinidis (Metis Cyberspace Technology)

of AI and Machine Learning models. Other short-listed nominees for
this category were: ABS, C Teleport and Kongsberg.
In less than 4 years since its establishment, METIS Cyberspace
Technology SA has managed to make a significant impact on the
Global Maritime Industry, specializing in the development of innovative
solutions based on Artificial Intelligence and further empowering shipping companies on their journey towards digital transformation. METIS
monitors in real time a wide range of vessel parameters and records
thousands of signals through its marine-specific, data acquisition
equipment which is type approved by Lloyd’s Register.
Mr. Dimitris Theodossiou, Managing Director, DANAOS Management Consultants S.A, received the 2020 SMART4SEA Personality
Award, sponsored by SQEMARINE, for his valuable contribution to
the industry, introducing the IT Management Systems and integrating
technology into a more structured approach to decision making as
the Managing Director of Danaos Management Consultants which is a

worldwide leader in maritime software solutions.
As a Co- Founder and Managing Director of DANAOS MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS S.A.- a worldwide leader in maritime software solutions since 1986, Mr. Theodossiou has architected and developed
several maritime software solutions in Financial/Ship Management
and Commercial domains. Mr. Theodossiou has managed a plethora
of maritime composite systems and has leaded scientific teams for
several European Research programs.
Mr. Tor A. Svanes, Managing Director, NAVTOR AS, received the
2020 SMART4SEA Leadership Award, sponsored by SQEMARINE, for
his valuable contribution to the industry, acting as a leader in the
e-navigation field as the Managing Director of NAVTOR which drives
shipping towards a digital and smarter future. His unique leadership
skillset has attracted respect within the maritime industry, inspiring
all stakeholders in their shift from a traditional model in navigation to
a more digitalized approach.

Aggeliki Theodossiou (SQE Marine), Dimitris Theodossiou, (DANAOS
Management Consultants S.A)

Aggeliki Theodossiou (SQE Marine), Tor A. Svanes (NAVTOR AS)

Being IT smart – but not too smart
By Lars Fischer, Managing Director of Softship Data Processing Ltd, Singapore
Shipping continues to evolve.
Vessels are safer, larger,
more efficient, kinder to the
environment and generally better operated than ever before.
Technology plays a central role
in the ongoing transformation of our industry - both in
terms of physical assets and
engineering; and also through
advancements in information
technology and associated
software.
Perhaps the most obvious
change in IT is its price and

availability. Today, all shipowners have wide and unfettered access to
software and hardware platforms at an affordable price. Not so long ago,
it was only the wealthy owners who could afford to commission costly,
mainframe computers equipped with bespoke software to manage their
business processes. A surprising number of large carriers are still running these legacy systems which are fast becoming a burden. Bespoke
systems generally take a department of in-house experts to maintain
and are often “stuck” on older IT platforms as migration to new generation hardware is expensive and complex.
A level IT playing field
Fortunately (for most carriers anyway), modern “packaged” software
solutions have levelled the competitive playing field. For a fraction of
the cost, carriers can now purchase – or lease – cutting-edge software
solutions which run from readily available platforms. Most will be
browser enabled and use cloud storage to add additional flexibility and
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reduce IT infrastructure costs further. In the containership market,
these IT systems are being used to handle fleet operations, commercial
management, equipment handling, financial control and more. The result
is a much more accurate, efficient and streamlined set of internal and
customer-facing business processes.
The widespread and more equal adoption of IT solutions by global
shipowners has proved to be a great leap forward for carriers and
shippers alike, but it must be used intelligently to achieve real benefits.
Many shipowners will say that they are now fully digitised – and most
are – but the challenge is also to be fully integrated. Almost every
container carrier will use IT to manage their accounting functions, their
rate handling facilities, or their vessel scheduling and box repositioning requirements. The trick, however, is to integrate these functions so
a request for quotation flows seamlessly to a booking, a bill of lading,
and eventually to an accurate invoice that contains all the correct and
applicable freight and charges; and finally a chase for late payment. It
is only with integration that the carrier will realise the full benefits of
modern technology.
Walk before you run
Fully integrated packaged software solutions have, and are continuing,
to transform how shipping conducts its business – but in an evolutionary
way. There are, however, much more powerful IT trends that are threatening to disrupt our business such as Blockchain, Big Data and the Inter-

net of Things. Going forward it will be important that we understand and
embrace these new technologies if shipping is to realise the benefits. But
we shouldn’t get ahead of ourselves. Whilst these new tech-concepts are
much more than just a fad, the fact remains that much of the day-to-day
administration of shipping supply chains still happens offline and inefficiently. Before taking a leap into the technological unknown, carriers
should make use of the solutions that are tried, trusted and readily
available to manage their back office. In one hit, they will enhance efficiency, reduce errors, improve customer service and positively impact
their bottom line. There are many purpose built software solutions available to achieve this. Softship’s packages will manage all the essential
administrative processes through a single software suite which connects
every department and enables data to flow seamlessly between functions and activities. Only once these systems are in place – and carriers
are both digitised and integrated – should shipping companies consider
the new tech-innovations that we all seem to be talking about
The Author
Lars Fischer is the Managing Director of the Asia Pacific headquarters
of Softship. Lars began working for Softship as a software engineer in
1994. He became a business consultant and project manager in 1996 and
has headed-up Softship Data Processing, Singapore, since 1998. He is
responsible for Singapore’s commercial and technical staff of 25 and for
the group’s sales & marketing strategy worldwide.

Making shipping smarter, greener and better connected
By Roberto Coustas, CEO at DeepSea Technologies
The world is constantly changing with a
used it, they can never go back to mail - telegrams in our
pace greater than ever before, driven by
case.
“We are very proud of our
technological breakthroughs such as MaIn addition to the feeling of connectivity, we are very
chine Learning and lower cost of hardware. Artificial Intelligence departproud of our Artificial Intelligence department. The
ment. The company was founded
Now, humanity has the capacity to achieve
company was founded on the belief that the most
unprecedented feats in every industry and
value is given by accurate insights, and we
on the belief that the most value is
shipping is no exception. Even if it has
now have a team of over 10 Machine Learning
given by accurate insights, and we
been more traditional in the past, shipping
and Naval engineers from some of the best
now
have
a
team
of
over
10
Machine
companies are quickly realising the benefit
universities in the world. The true value that
Learning and Naval engineers from
of utilising their vessel’s data to improve
this offers to our clients is that we can show
some of the best universities in the
performance.
with objective metrics what is many times
One of the most important aspects of a
“hidden” in the data. This can range from a
world.
shipping company that a service provider
problem of a specific piston of the main enThe true value that this offers to our
should keep in mind, is that the system
gine, to the actual effect of an investment such
clients is that we can show with
should be easily usable and effective by both
as the installment of a Mewis Duct. Making
objective metrics what is many decisions based on objective metrics, we believe,
captains and engineers, as well as younger
fleet managers. This is a great challenge, but
is the best way to remain unbiased.
times “hidden” in the
necessary if such a platform is to be integrated in
One year ago, during our last interview with ELNAVI,
data”.
daily processes of a shipping company. This, however,
shipping companies were more reluctant to deploy vessel
brings larger responsibility to Deep Sea, because we need
monitoring systems. This is rapidly changing, and means that
to guarantee that the data is constantly transferred from the vessels
the shift has started, and we will see big leaps towards a new era in
and that the platform is always updated.
the coming decade. Catalyst for this change is not only the higher cost
What is very interesting is that once we deploy our system to a shipof fuel, but also the greener policies that both charterers and owners
ping company, it becomes an integral part of their operation. It is the
are eager to adopt. We are very hopeful that the shipping industry will
feeling of being connected to their vessel that is truly revolutionary.
become greener, more transparent, and (most importantly) more cost
It’s like giving someone a mobile phone for the first time. Once they’ve
effective in the coming decade.

Mr. Roberto Coustas (in the middle) receiving the Lloyd’s
List Big Data Award

DeepSea’ s Platform and new hardware

